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1. Introduction. In a previous paper [4] we defined almost analytic vector

fields in an almost complex space and generalized some of well known

results for analytic vector fields in a Kahler space to those for almost analytic

vector fields in the most general almost Hermitian space.

To define a contravariant almost analytic vector field we proceeded as

follows :

In a complex manifold M covered by a system of neighborhoods U with

complex coordinates (zκ, z*)1^, a self conjugate contravariant vector field

(vκ, v*\ that is, a contravariant vector field (vκ, v*) satisfying vκ =%>*, is said

to be analytic when the components vκ and v* are analytic functions of z

and z respectively:

(1.1) vκ = vκ(z), v« = v*(z).

The condition (1.1) is equivalent to

(1.2) 3x^ = 0, a λ t ^ = 0,

where dχ means d/dzx and 3 λ means d/dzλ.

On the other hand, we have, in a complex manifold, a numerical tensor

F of type (1,1) given by

/V^δ* 0 \ 2 >

\ 0 -V^TSί /
(1.3) F

and consequently, putting

1) Here and in the sequel the Greek indices /c, λ, μ, run over the range {1,2, •••,»} and
K, λ, μ, the range {1,2,, , n}.

2) Here and in the sequel, the Roman indices h, i, j , run over the range 1, 2, , n;
Ί,2,- -,n.
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(1.4)

" ~ 2

where A\ is the unit tensor, we can write (1. 2) in the form

(1. 5) *O# 9S τ;r = 0

or

(1.6) £ Ff = vι dt Ff - Ft* dt v
h + Ff 9 t ^ = 0,

v

which is easily verified to be a tensor equation, where £, denotes the Lie
V

derivation with respect to v.

Thus, we define a contravariant almost analytic vector field vh in an

almost complex space with structure tensor Ff to be a contravariant vector

field which satisfies (1. 6).

Similary, a self-adjoint covariant vector field (wx, wx) in a complex space

is said to be analytic when the components wλ and wχ~ are analytic functions

of z and z respectively :

(1. 7) Wx = ZVχ(z) , Wx = Wχ(ΊB) .

The condition (1. 7) is equivalent to

or

or

(1.10) (dj F,s - dt F/) ws - Fjs ds Wi + F t 3 j ws = 0,

which is also easily verified to be a tensor equation.

Thus we define a covariant almost analytic vector field wt in an almost

complex space to be a covariant vector field which satisfies (1.10).

On the other hand I. Sato [1] and one of the present authors [3] found

another way of defining a covariant almost analytic vector field.

We suppose that a manifold M is covered by a system of coordinate

neighborhoods {Ϊ7 xh] where xh is a system of local coordinates in the
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neighborhood U. Let (pt) be the system of Cartesian coordinates in each

cotangent space CTP(M) of M at a point P in U with respect to the natural

base dx\ Then we can introduce, in the open set τr~\U) of CT(M), local

coordinates (xh, pi) for a point in CT(M), TΓ being the projection CT(M) -> M

We recall (xh, pi) the induced coordinates in τr~λ(U).

Suppose that the manifold M has an almost complex structure F, then we

can prove that the cotangent bundle cT(hΊ) has an almost complex structure

F whose components in the induced coordinate system (xh, pi) are given by

where Nu

r is the Nijenhuis tensor of F:

(1.12) J V = F/ dt FS - FS dt Ff - (dj Ft« - 9έ F/) Ff .

We also can prove that the cross-section in CT(M) determined by a
covariant vector field wt in M is almost analytic, that is, the tangent plane
to the cross-section is invariant with respect to the almost complex structure
denned above, if and only if zvt satisfy

(1.13) ( 3 , F A ' - 3 A F t 0 wr - Ft

tdtwh + F^.w, + ±-Ni%

rFh

%wr = 0.

Thus, we define a covariant almost analytic vector field w% to be a vector
field which satisfies (1.13).

The main purpose of the present paper is to study the properties of

covariant almost analytic vector fields in this sense.

2. Covariant almost analytic vector fields. We consider an almost

Hermitian space with almost complex structure F t

Λ and almost Hermitian

metric gH :

(2.1) FfFJ = -Ai , F/ Ft'gts = gH ,

(2.2) FH= -Fu, Fji = Fi

tgii9

and we denote by Vj the covariant differentiation with respect to gH.

In an almost Hermitian space, the equation (1.13) may be written as

(2.3) *O%(VtFs

a-VsFt

a)wa - FfVaWt + Fi

aVjwa = 0
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or

(2.4) *OJi(V, F.β - V s F t

e) wa - ZFf *<% V ^ s = 0

or

(2.5) *OJU(V ί F, β -V.F <

β )w; α -F ί

β VαW. + ί;βVίw;α} = 0 .

Taking the symmetric part of (2. 5) with respect to j and i, we find

(2.6)

The equation (2.6) shows that VjWi — \7iWj is pure3) for a covariant almost

analytic vector w ( in an almost Hermitian space. Transvecting gji to (2. 5),

we find

(2.7) F j i V ^ = 0

for a covariant almost analytic vector field Wi.

Now we define tensors PH and Q j 4 by

(2. 8) P,4 = *OJl(V, Fs

a - Vs Ft

a) wa,

and

(2. 9) QH = ( F / Vαte î - Ff Vόwa)

respectively. Then for a covariant almost analytic vector field wi9 we have

(2.10) PH = QH .

In an almost Kahler space, we have

and consequently, from (2. 8),

(2.11) PH

which is zero because of the pureness of VaFts with respect to t and s. Thus,

for a covariant almost analytic vector field in an almost Kahler space, we

have

3) See, e.g. [2].
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which is equiva ent to

(2.12) *OjWtW. = 0.

On the other hand, Njίh = 2Fj

t(\7hFίt) is valid in an almost Kahler space.
Therefore the equation (1.13) reduces to

from which we have

for a covariant almost analytic vector in an almost Kahler space.
Conversely, if we have

QH = 0 and waVaFH = 0

for a covariant vector field Wι in an almost Kahler space, then Wι is a
covariant almost analytic vector.

In an almost Tachibana space4), we have

and the similar argument shows that

PH = 0 and

if we take account of the equations

in an almost Tachibana space. Thus we have

THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a covariant
vector field wt in an almost Kahler or in an almost Tachibana space to be
covariant almost analytic is that

(2.13) w α V β ^ i = 0,

4) See, e.g. [2].
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(2.14) Ff VaWi - Ff V ^
α
 = 0. (*Oft V,w, = 0 )

If we suppose that wh = ghiwι is a contravariant and w t is a covariant
almost analytic vector field in an almost Hermitian space, then adding

waVaF,h - F / V α W * + Fa

h\7jwa =0

or

WaVaFJt - FfVaWi ~ FfVjZVa = 0

and

*O%(ytFsa-V,Fta)wa - FfVaWi + FfVjWa = 0,

we find

(2.15) *05&Fίβαwα + ̂ α VaFH - 2Ff Vαwt = 0 .

In an almost Kahler space, equation (2.15) reduces to

by virtue of (2.13).
In an almost Tachibana space, (2.15) is written as

VαΉ. + waVaFH - 2Fj

a\/awi = 0

or

because of *0%S7aFts = 0 and (2.14). Thus we have

THEOREM 2. /£ zVz an almost Kahler or almost Tachibana space, wt

is a contravariant and at the same time covariant almost analytic vector
field, then it is covariantly constant.

The equation (2. 3) is written as

(2.16)

where

(2.17) w, = Ft

awa
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The equation (2.16) may also be written as

(2.18)

The equations (2.17) and (2.18) give

THEOREM 3. If a vector field wt in an almost Hermitian space is
covariant almost analytic, then the vector field w t = F" wa is also covariant
almost analytic.

If vectors wt and wt are both closed, or more weakly, VjW* — ViWj and
\7jWi — \/iWj are both pure, then the equation (2.16) is satisfied. Thus we
have

THEOREM 4. If vectors wt and Wi — Fiawa in an almost Hermitian
space are both closed, or more weakly VjWt-ViWj and VjWi — S/iWj are
both pure, then they are both covariant almost analytic vectors.

The equation (1.13) reduces to

- S7jwt)

in an almost Hermitian space. Thus we have

THEOREM 5. If, in an almost Hermitian space, a covariant almost

analytic vector zvi and Wi are both closed, then Wι satisfies

NH

awa = 0.

Applying gjiVί to F}

awa = —wh we find

-g^ViWj = Fawa- FjaVjWa, (Fa = gsiS/5Ft

a)

from which, together with Theorem 3 and (2. 7), we have

THEOREM 6. If, in an almost Hermitian space with Fι=0, a covariant
almost analytic vector field wt is closed, then it is harmonic.

Now transvecting *Oϋι{S7mFlcΛ-VιFmc) to the equation (2.3), we have

VmFιe + VιFmc) = 0 .
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A straightforward computation shows that the first term of the equation
above is zero.

Consequently we have

(2.19) Fa\v'wβ) *Oft Gmli w" = 0

for a covariant almost analytic vector in an almost Hermitian space.
Applying FaVJ to (2. 5) and changing indices, we have

(2. 20) V β V β »\-.

+ - | - m\FΨbla + Fb

ι Fe' Ftsa V
4 Ft°

For Tjt defined by

(2. 21) TH = *OJJ {(V,F.« - VsF,β) w.-F t« V.w, + ί1." V, w.

we have the identity

(2. 22) V ^ F Λ O + [ V ' V . i e . - ^ V + F , ' *(%VJ(Fsίαwα)

- Fa\Vw*) *O%Gt.tw
i + \THT» - 0 .

Thus, in a compact almost Hermitian space, we have

(2. 23) J^tίV-VαWi-K^t^ + F^ ̂ δV
δ(Fs ία™α) + (V

Δ

and consequently

THEOREM 7. A necessary condition for a vector field wt in an almost
Hermitian space to be covariant almost analytic is that (2.19) and (2. 20)
are satisfied and a sufficient condition for w% in a compact almost Hermitian
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space to be covariant almost analytic is

(2. 24) V"V»w( - K*H wj + Ft

c *σcl V\F.ta w
α)

VjίV + FlaFb) + ±

COROLLARY 1. A necessary condition for a covariant vector field
in an almost Kahler space to be covariant almost analytic is that

(2.25) Fβ'( V'W) wb *O% Gίs" = 0

and

(2. 26) V α V α ^ ί - £ * * « ; ' + (Vδwα) FeaS7tFte = 0

satisfied and a sufficient condition for wt in a compact almost Kahler
space to be covariant almost analytic is

(2. 27) VαVα^i - K*Hwj + (Vbwa) FcaVbFt

c - Fa

b(Vczva) *O%Gtsi = 0 .

The equation (2. 26) can be written as

V α V α ^ - wjFt

k VαVjFk

a - KHw> + (V δ ^ α )F c α VbFt

e = 0.

On the other hand, we have

= (Vδ wα)(Fcα Vδ F,c + F,c Vα Fcb)

= -(V f tWα)F t

CVcίiα

and consequently, taking account of Theorem 3 and (2.13),

( V α V α ^ i - X j i t £ ; j ) ^ i = 0.

Thus the integral formula (K. Yano [2])

i + 4 ( V % ' V(2.28) Γ
JM

i w1)] dσ = 0
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shows that

VjWi - ViWj = 0, ViW1 = 0,

that is, Wi is harmonic. Thus we have

COROLLARY 2. A covariant almost analytic vector in a compact almost

Kdhler space is harmonic.

For a covariant almost analytic vector field Wi in an almost Tachibana

space, we have, taking account of (2.13),

(2. 29) (V 6 wa) Ft

c VδFca = K*H wj - KH w*,

from which we find

COROLLARY 3. A necessary condition for a vector field wt in an almost

Tachibana space to be covariant almost analytic is that

(2. 30) Vα V α ^ i - 2 K*H wj + KH wj = 0

are satisfied and a sufficient condition for vui in a compact almost Tachibana

space to be covariant almost analytic is

Vα Vα w* - K*H wj + (Vδ wa) Fca Vδ Ft

c

+ \ w a VaFcb VbFt

c - 3Ft

b *Qg Vc(VtFsa wa) = 0 .

From (2. 29) we have

and consequently, taking account of (2. 28) and (2. 29), we have

COROLLARY 4. A covariant almost analytic vector in a compact almost

Tachibana space is harmonic.
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